Ford aod transmission parts diagram

When the manual shift lever is pointed downward, it is designed for a console shifter. When it is
pointed upward, it is for a column shift. The dogleg lever is for the TV cable. The AOD is
covered separately from the AODE in this book because it really is a different transmission,
although the basic fundamentals are the same. The choice boils down to how you want the
transmission to perform. As acceleration begins from a stop, fluid under pressure flows through
the torque converter in the conventional manner via impeller, stator, and turbine. Anytime the
converter is multiplying torque, which happens under all acceleration, however light, fluid
temperature increases because there is an increase in pressure and resistance to fluid flow.
Fluid under pressure flows first through the outer hollow input shaft during torque
multiplication acceleration and light throttle and into the geartrain in ranges and reverse. In
overdrive, pressure is channeled from the torque converter shell directly to the overdrive unit
via the solid inner shaft, bypassing the torque converter function completely. It feels like a
manual transmission in overdrive because there is no slippage or torque multiplication. Brian
makes sure he has clean parts and plenty of transmission assembly lube and fluid on hand
before starting. The Ford AOD is different from most automatic overdrive transmissions
because it does not have a locking torque converter. Instead, it has a locking overdrive unit
driven by the smaller secondary input shaft within the main input shaft. It is a true 4-speed
automatic overdrive transmission. At 40 mph, the AOD is designed to shift into overdrive lockup
on the smaller input shaft into the direct clutch. There are two types of throttle valve control
systems used with the AOD. The 3. The 5. The throttle valve shift modulation system does what
the vacuum modulator and throttle kickdown linkage did with the C4, C6, and FMX
transmissions. The throttle valve system controls line pressure and shift-points based on
throttle position only. A complete AOD overhaul kit from TCI Automotive includes fresh clutch
frictions and steel plates, along with gaskets, seals, and a new filter. Install a new bushing and
seal in the tailshaft housing. Remember, some seals incorporate a lip spring. Pack wheel
bearing grease around the spring to keep it in place during installation. Assemble the front
pump with a new seal and bushing. The seal should be packed with assembly lube to prevent lip
spring loss. The bushing should also receive generous amounts of assembly lube. When you fill
the pump cavity with solid assembly lube or transmission fluid, you get plenty of lubrication
and line pressure with the initial start-up. The front pump is a gear type, which provides a
steady, uninterrupted flow of fluid under pressure. There are two gears: the drive gear inner and
the driven gear outer. The inner drive gear must be installed with the open side toward the
torque converter. The chamfered sides of both gears face into the pump housing. The back half
of the pump housing is mated to the stator support half. Torque the bolts to 12 to 16 ft-lbs. The
transmission side of the pump fits only one way. The intermediate clutch piston fits into the
pump housing, which doubles as a clutch pack for all those clutches in front. Proper clutch
piston seal installation is crucial. Some seals have lips that must be angled where they seal
against the piston and bore from the pressure side. Get this backward and it cannot seal.
Perform the intermediate clutch piston installation with great care to protect the inner and outer
seals. Use a seal lip manipulation tool with a close eye on the seal status. Seal distortion or
tearing is unacceptable. Use plenty of transmission assembly lube to install the pump perimeter
seal. Transmission assembly lube is compatible with transmission fluid. Always use an
assembly lubricant that works with transmission fluid. Carefully install the iron pump seal rings.
They are very specific in function and location. The forward clutch sealing rings are near the
end of the clutch support. These rings all contain line pressure much like an engine piston ring
contains cylinder pressures. The ends are gapless, which means they interlock. Install the
forward clutch piston inner and outer seals with liberal lubrication to prevent seal damage and
distortion. The seal lip must be pointed toward the pressure source, away from the clutches to
be effective. Get this backward and the seals do not hold pressure. Use the seal protection tool
to install the clutch piston so the seals glide in smoothly. This tool helps prevent seal damage.
Other types of installation tools are available. The key to success is watching the clutch seals
carefully as you go. Use a C-clip retainer with the clutch piston return spring. Begin with the
wavy plate at the clutch piston, then load clutch discs and plates alternately. Install the clutch
discs and plates alternately until you arrive at the clutch pressure plate. Soak the clutch discs in
transmission fluid before installation as fluid affects clutch thickness and clearances. Load the
pressure plate after all frictions and steels are in. Clearances should be. Snap rings of different
thicknesses are available from transmission supply houses if clearances are not within
specifications. Snap rings are of different thicknesses to yield desired clearances. By , the AOD
was on top of its game as a rugged, reliable overdrive thanks to engineering upgrades that
made it more dependable. Install the direct clutch piston seals. As with the forward clutch, some
seal lips are one-direction fit only. Pay very close attention. The seal lips point toward the
pressure side. The blue grease here is transmission assembly lube. This is an AOD direct clutch

iron casting with a clutch piston. Press the direct clutch piston into place using seal protectors
to safeguard the piston seals. Seal protectors are available from most automatic transmission
parts supply houses. Use a compressor to install the direct clutch piston return spring
assembly. At home, you can use four C-clamps from a hardware store. Protect your eyes and
face. Clutch plates can be of varying thicknesses. They wear at different rates, which is why
thickness can vary. Each steel plate should be measured with calipers prior to installation. Do
the same with clutch discs after you saturate them in fluid. The direct clutch needs this clutch
hub, which splines into the clutch frictions. Exam-ine the teeth for scoring and other types of
damage. Make sure the clutch teeth slide smoothly in this hub. The direct clutch discs and
plates drop in alternately. Clearances are. Measure the clearances between the pressure plate
and the first disc. You can improve clutch pack durability with a combination of larger-capacity
direct and forward clutches by either performing modifications to your existing clutch drums, or
by opting for the aftermarket. A trusted machine shop can cut a new groove for the snap ring
that allows you to add clutch friction and steel plates. Another solution is the E8LY-7FA direct
clutch drum first used in the AOD in , which accommodates one addi tional clutch disc and
plate, for a total of six clutches. The clutch piston goes in first, with seal lips pointed toward the
clutch cylinder and away from the clutches and plates. You can use a spring compressor to
compress the clutch piston return spring shown. You may also use C-clamps. A C-clip holds the
springs and clutch piston in place. The Torrington bearing is also known as the number-7
needle bearing. It has a support ring, and must be installed first. The direct clutch hub sits in the
center of the direct clutch drum. The clutch hub should be checked for irregularities that may
hinder clutch friction movement. Drop the direct clutch discs and plates into the clutch cylinder.
Install the snap ring and check clearances. Install the direct clutch Torrington bearing and use
liberal amounts of assembly lube. Hard parts are rugged and can typically survive several
overhauls. However, transmissions that have been sorely neglected can wind up with hard parts
that are little more than recyclable metal due to dirty fluid and extreme wear. Reusing worn hard
parts can lead to premature transmission failure because the same problem will persist. Hard
parts such as the planet carrier should be closely inspected for unusual wear. Planet gears
should feel solid with no wobble, indicating acceptable inside gear and bushing wear. They
should also show wear and not have a mirror finish, which is typically excessive wear. Planet
and sun gears need to fit one another with great precision or they wear out prematurely. When
clutch drums are disassembled, they should be closely inspected for burred and ragged clutch
plate grooves that can hang up clutch discs and steel plates, causing a malfunction. Seal
contact surfaces should be true and free from scoring. Rough surfaces should be dressed until
smooth and serviceable. Examine clutch pistons for scoring and irregularities that can damage
seals. Install the number-5 and number-6 output shaft sealing rings. Color and type are
important for proper installation and leakage prevention. Beige sealing rings shown are for the
output shaft and direct clutch. Install the number-7 through number output shaft sealing rings.
The ring gear has already been fitted. The direct clutch slips inside the ring gear onto the output
shaft where those beige sealing rings are. Make sure you have lubed everything for smooth
assembly and function. The direct clutch has to be twisted and finessed into the ring gear and
onto the output shaft. Again, everything must have generous amounts of lubrication.
Assembling clutch packs and other subassemblies requires the detail of neurosurgery because
it is so easy to make a mistake when installing seals, snap rings, and clutches. Because seals
tear and distort easily, they need genzerous amounts of lubrication. Some seals are designed to
install in one direction only. With the lip pointed toward the pressure source, you get a fail-safe
installation because pressure holds the seal lip against the sealing surface. Installing a
directional clutch piston seal backward means leakage and the absence of clutch function from
pressure loss. Regardless of the type of clutch piston seal you are working with, there must be
solid contact between the seal, piston, and cylinder. This plate provides room for more
intermediate clutch frictions. You can make dramatic improvements with genuine off-the-shelf
Ford parts. All of these components are available from Ford parts sources or the aftermarket.
You should also use a Kevlar-faced 2-inch overdrive band for extreme-duty service. Pay close
attention to the seal lip direction when you install the reverse clutch piston. The seal lip must be
pointed toward the pressure source toward the cylinder. The seals and piston should have
generous lubrication to prevent scoring or distortion. The Belleville spring is a clutch piston
return spring. Belleville springs tend to split and break, which calls for close attention to detail
during disassembly and assembly. Before you install the clutches and plates, install the reverse
clutch apply plate. Inspect the pressure plate for scoring and warping. Alternate reverse clutch
frictions with steel plates. It is also a good idea to soak clutch friction discs ahead of time for
accurate measurement. Install the pressure plate and snap ring last. Check the clutch
clearances; they should be. Snap rings of varying thicknesses are available to get the

clearances right. Secure the intermediate one-way clutch snap ring. Check the one-way clutch
for smooth, noise-free operation. It should turn freely in one direction and lock up in the other.
Inspect the clutch grooves and install the forward clutch and thrust bearing. Mate the reverse
clutch to the forward clutch and input shaft. Stack the reverse clutch drum on top of the forward
clutch and input shaft. Seat the reverse clutch drum and check the one-way clutch for freedom
of operation. You should use the chromemoly input shaft for the AOD, which is available from a
number of sources and withstands to hp. It keeps you on the torque converter in torque
multiplication mode for crisp acceleration. Options are available for the AOD performance
enthusiast. LenTech addresses this issue with a non-locking overdrive, which means the engine
stays on the torque multiplication side of the converter for better acceleration even in third gear.
Install the number-9 Torrington bearing needle bearing assembly. Pack the bearing with plenty
of transmission assembly lube. All thrust washers and bearings should be new in the interest of
durability. While the case is bare, replace the manual and throttle valve shaft seals and check
the shafts for scoring and distortion. Take care to avoid seal distortion and use plenty of lube.
The manual shift left and throttle valve shaft right should be lubricated with transmission
assembly lube, then mated and installed in the case. Install the manual and throttle valve shafts
with new seals. Position the throttle valve return spring as shown. This is a very tight
configuration for an open-end wrench. The rod and cam should be lubricated with assembly
lube. This the parking pawl actuating rod and cam in park with the parking pawl engaged. The
cam pushes the parking pawl into the rear gear, locking the output shaft. From inside the case,
you can see that the parking pawl engages the ring gear assembly, locking the output shaft. The
parking pawl locks into the ring gear when the selector is placed in park. LenTech goes beyond
the torque converter and geartrain in its quest for performance; it also looks at hydraulics. The
factory settings adversely affect performance because upshift tends to occur too early. AOD
racers have long known you can upshift from first to third gear and then downshift quickly to
first gear before upshifting into third. The transmission stays in second until it is necessary to
shift into third. The problem with this approach is precious lost time and undue stress on the
overdrive band and drum. LenTech modifies the AOD valve body, which allows you to upshift
normally, LenTech also performs a solenoid overdrive control modification, which allows
manual control. You install the output shaft, ring gear, and direct clutch assembly as a unit. You
can see the direct clutch, which receives the smaller input shaft during final assembly. Position
the low-reverse band in the case around the ring gear assembly and locate it on the anchor
pins. Make sure it is positioned where the servo actuating rod meets the band. As with clutch
discs, the low-reverse band should be lubricated with transmission fluid for installation. With
the output shaft, ring gear assembly, direct clutch, and low-reverse band in place, it becomes
clear how these components fit together in the case. The servo has not yet been installed. The
one-way clutch fits into the planet carrier. The carrier and one-way clutch should be lubed with
transmission assembly lube and checked for proper operation. Check the one-way clutch rollers
and cage for integrity. The one-way clutch should be replaced in the interest of durability. Seat
the stamped-steel center support in the planet carrier and check for smooth operation against
the one-way clutch. It should turn one way but not the other and do so smoothly. Install the
center support and planet carrier. Seat them into the ring gear and direct clutch. The direct
clutch can be seen here, in the middle below the planet gears. The planet carrier can be seated
into the ring gear and direct clutch with a little twisting of the small input shaft, which is splined
into the direct clutch. The anti-clunk spring tabs must face outward to do their job properly.
Secure the center support with a large snap ring, which has been installed. Between the snap
ring and anti-clunk springs, the center support should be secure. Fit the sun gear into the planet
gears, which can be tricky. With the sun gear comes the number-5 thrust bearing, which is
located on the sun gear head. The number-5 thrust bearing goes between the sun gear and
drive shell which you install next. Coat the gear teeth and bearing with assembly lube and work
the sun gear back and forth. This should seat the sun gear firmly. The drive shell fits into the
planet carrier right after the sun gear and rides the number-5 thrust bearing. Inside the drive
shell is this number-4 thrust bearing, which buffers against the reverse clutch and one-way
clutch assembly. Generous lubrication is best with each of these assemblies. This is the
forward clutch hub, which is seated in the drive shell. It receives the number-3 thrust bearing
shown. The reverse and forward clutches ride against this bearing. The reverse clutch frictions
spline into this hub. Spline the reverse and forward clutch assemblies into the drive shell and
clutch hub. You will likely have to rock these assemblies back and forth to get them to seat.
This is the way your AOD should look once you seat the reverse clutch. The overdrive band
installs wet with transmission fluid and seats against the anchor pin. The servo places pressure
against this band, locking the reverse clutch. Some people incorrectly call this the overdrive
drum. It is the reverse clutch, which houses the reverse clutches and splines into the forward

clutch and input shaft. Place the intermediate clutch discs and steel plates in the case. These
clutches lock the reverse clutch drum. They should also be soaked in transmission fluid prior to
installation. Alternately lay the clutches and plates until the last steel. You check the
intermediate clutch clearances differently from the rest, with a depth micrometer instead of a
thickness gauge a depth micrometer can be found at nearly any tool supply house. The clutch
stack depth from the leading edge of the case where the pump seats to the first steel should be
1. Check this depth in two locations degrees apart. Clutch steels are available in four
thicknesses. When you get to the last intermediate steel plate, check clearances with a depth
micrometer. Position the depth micrometer at the pump to the transmission face and take the
measurement from there to the clutch plate. The nylon thrust washer sets up clearance between
the pump and reverse clutch assembly. Clearance should be. Lay a thin film of transmission
assembly lube on the pump gasket and transmission mating surface. Make sure all passages
are properly lined up. Aslo check the pump passages for proper alignment. Carefully position
the front pump and love-tap it into place with a mallet. Confirm the bolt-hole alignment by
hand-threading bolts and carefully run the bolts down. Torque bolts in a crisscross pattern to 16
to 20 ft-lbs. Insert the secondary input shaft and splined into the direct clutch, which cannot be
seen, but is felt when the shaft is seated. AOD factory evolution includes larger servos to
increase durability. Manipulate the geartrain and bands so the servos and band actuating rods
line up. The bands should be seated against the anchor pins at this point. Install the low-reverse
servo, ensuring the piston and bore are liberally lubricated with transmission assembly lube.
Make sure the actuating rod is firmly seated in the band. Use a snap ring to install the
low-reverse servo cover. Apply pressure on the cover and seat the snap ring. Because snap
rings can pop out, make sure it is firmly seated. Give the overdrive band servo cover and its
seals plenty of lubrication. Make sure the seals are free of distortion and sit squarely in the
grooves. It is generally a good idea to wash the seals before lubricating them. Lube the
overdrive band servo piston before installation. Again, pay close attention to seal integrity. Any
distortion will cause servo malfunction. Note the generous lubrication used here. You can never
have too much. Pay very close attention to the seals as you press the piston into the bore. Seat
the piston and cover gingerly with a hammer handle and snap ring installed. Make sure the
servo actuating rod is seated in the overdrive band. This is what proper actuating rod and band
installation looks like. The rod should be seated in the band as shown. The throttle valve does
the work of two components: the vacuum modulator and the kickdown linkage. The vacuum
modulator in earlier Ford automatics regulates control pressure based on load and throttle
position. When you go to wide-open throttle WOT , you want high-control pressure for a firm
upshift. The firm upshift comes from solid clutch and band engagement. What you want from
the TV cable or rod adjustment is a later, firmer upshift without being too firm. Ford strongly
suggests using a line pressure gauge for TV cable or rod adjustment. This is an adjustment that
must be precise or it can cause serious transmission damage. AOD applications fitted with
central fuel injection or a carburetor employ a throttle valve rod instead of a cable, which calls
for a different type of adjustment on a spring-loaded control rod and pivot at the transmission.
In applications with TV cables, adjustment is at one location at the throttle body. Cable tension
is controlled at the throttle body see Chapter 9. Regardless of whether you have a TV cable or
rod, adjustment boils down to how and when the transmission shifts during normal driving and
WOT. During normal acceleration, you want a firm but not hard shift. At WOT you want a hard
upshift when the engine reaches its torque peak for best results. During deceleration,
downshifting automatically is normal and you should never feel it. If you can, control pressure
is too high. Line pressure should. Aftermarket service and valve body kits for the AOD
contribute to improved shift quality and transmission life. TCI Automotive transmission
overhaul kits, for example, include just about everything you need to rebuild an AOD, including
all soft parts such as gaskets and seals, friction discs and steel clutches, low-reverse and
overdrive bands, filter, and servo pistons. Lube the shift accumulator piston and seat it in the
bore. This installation varies from generation to generation as there were run ning production
changes. The shift accumulator was finally perfected by the model year and is available from a
variety of transmission parts suppliers. Next, install the shift accumulator return springs. Some
applications have two springs; others have one. Place the valve body gasket. Make sure all
surfaces are hospital clean. Even the smallest speck of dust can cause leakage and pressure
loss. You can use a thin film of transmission assembly lube for gasket security. This valve body
has been rebuilt and fitted with a TCI Automotive shift kit for firm shifts and less wear and tear.
Valve body installation mandates the utmost care with proper bolt placement. The manual and
throttle valves should be checked for proper operation. The manual valve has detents to keep it
in the selected gear range. The throttle valve is linear and spring loaded. Make sure both valves
operate smoothly without sticking. Do an operation check of these valves using compressed

air. Torque the valve body bolts to 80 to in-lbs beginning with light hand tightening to seat the
valve body, then torquing in one-third increments. When air is applied, listen for servo and
clutch piston movement. Disassemble, clean, and inspect the governor, which is mounted on
the output shaft. From left to right are the end plug, sleeve, spring, governor valve, governor
main body, cover with two bolts, and counterweight attachment screws. Not shown here is the
counterweight. A small filtering screen should always be included. Some transmissions are
missing this screen due to previous rebuilds. The screen can be cleaned or replaced. Most
transmission parts supply houses have them. Shake the governor back and forth to ascertain
valve freedom and movement. The governor slides onto the output shaft. The ball acts as a
drive key, much like a square key in a keyway. If the ball is missing, the governor does not
function properly. The snap ring keeps the governor in place on the output shaft. Make sure the
snap ring is deeply seated and secure. Install the tailshaft housing gasket using a thin film of
assembly lube for adhesion and sealing. The tailshaft housing is also known as the extension
housing. Install and secure the extension housing. The bolts should be torqued to 16 to 20 ft-lbs
in a crisscross fashion. The transmission pan goes on next, using the best gasket available.
Torque the bolts to 6 to 10 ft-lbs. Dynax frictions, which have a proven track record are a great
choice for an AOD build. As mentioned previously, the wider 2-inch overdrive band and reverse
clutch drum improve durability. The wide-ratio 4R70W gearset improves acceleration with a 2. If
you have the budget, the aftermarket has your 4R70W performance parts. Baumann Electronic
Controls offers a wide variety of performance parts and control systems for the AOD. It is all
about fine-tuning the pressure control system where you get both performance and durability.
Once you get the hydraulic control system where it needs to be for improved performance and
durability, you want solid mechanicals to back it up. One AOD weakness is the direct clutch. It
can be remedied by the Alto Direct Clutch Pack Kit, which allows you to increase the number of
clutches to seven or eight. The Sonnax Pressure Regulator Boost Valve, available from a variety
of aftermarket transmission performance suppliers, is another path to performance and
durability because it solves pressure regulation issues that have long plagued the AOD. This kit
consists of the booster valve and a sleeve that eliminates the sticking pressure regulator boost
valve problem and resulting failure. You should stay with a stock Ford transmission pan
because they are of the best quality. If you want more fluid capacity and better cooling, go with
a finned cast-aluminum pan. This type gets rid of heat best, thanks to its cooling fins and the
heat transfer advantages of cast aluminum. Keep a close eye on casting porosity with cast
aluminum, which can cause leakage. Casting porosity is a fundamental weakness in aluminum
and iron castings where excessive amounts of air get into the molten mixture before it cools
and cures. The casting becomes more like a sponge, allowing fluid to leak through the casting
and onto your garage floor. You can coat the inside of the cast pan with GE Glyptal, which is an
excellent sealer. The key to success with Glyptal is good paint adhesion, which means you
must have a clean surface before application. If the pan already had transmission fluid in it, do
not use Glyptal. As you assemble your AOD transmission, be aware of torque specifications
and follow them to the letter. Incorrect torque can do permanent damage, especially to
lightweight aluminum castings that depend on precise tension and bolt stretch. When you are
assembling clutch packs, check clutch plate clearances and follow specifications to the letter.
During final assembly, always check endplay. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full
book. Click the button below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book. And for the
most part, it is best left to them, especially if you lack the confidence necessary to do it
yourself. However, if you really want to understand automatic transmission function, you can
perform the rebuild at home. Follow this book carefully, pay close attention to all the details,
and you can achieve great success rebuilding your Ford AOD. The key here is to take sharp,
well-focused images and liberal notes during each phase of disassembly. For a comprehensive
guide on this entire subject you can visit this link:. Why Transmissions Fail. Disassembly is a
forensics study to learn why a transmission failed and how to prevent failure from happening
again. Some transmission rebuilds are nothing more than attending to wear and tear. However,
most are failure related. In general, not enough attention is paid to regular preventative
maintenance: fluid and filter changes. Fundamentally, the AOD is a simple automatic because it
employs the same basic core as the cast-iron FMX with its Ravigneaux compound planetaries.
The main difference is the addition of an overdrive system and throttle valve modulation. Clean,
plentiful lubrication is crucial to long life. Clean lubrication provides a good oil wedge between
moving parts and good hydraulic line pressure via healthy seals and clutch discs. Clutch and
band frictions saturated with plenty of fluid go the distance and provide durability. Most
transmission professionals have indicated that fresh fluid tends to shock old seals, leading to
pressure loss and failure. These same professionals also say that transmission failure can
depend upon how abused the transmission has been along the way. Towing and competition

cause heat damage to seals and clutches. If your transmission has passed the ,mile mark in
normal operation without a fluid change, it is best to leave well enough alone until it requires a
rebuild. This could be a loss of line pressure from a worn seal, a sticking pressure relief valve,
or dirty fluid, any of which may explain why clutches and bands burned up. Clutches and bands
burn due to slip-page and no other reason, aside from fluid starvation. Transmission failure is
normally a chain reaction, according to Brian; a series of small issues and disruptions that lead
to failure. The normal pattern of failure is seal wear or damage, which leads to loss of hydraulic
pressure and clutch and band slip-page. This in turn contaminates the fluid with friction
material, cutting seals and further hindering control pressure, causing slippage and burned
clutch and band frictions. Whether it is the mass rebuilder or an independent repair shop, he
believes that many things are overlooked in the course of a transmission rebuild. During
teardown, you want to study wear patterns and anything else that appears out of the ordinary.
Mass rebuilders, for example, toss thousands of parts in bins with other seemingly like parts,
clean them up, machine or replace as necessary, and put transmissions together haphazardly.
Ford is notorious for making engineering changes, and dozens of them occur over the
production life of a transmission design. This means you must pay very close attention to parts
intended to work together as well as parts that were never designed to be together. Teardown
teaches us what went wrong with a transmission: it also provides the opportunity to learn how it
should go back together. Take plenty of pictures and liberal notes as you go along. Begin
Disassembly. Remove the valve body using a mm socket; it should be completely disassembled
for cleaning. Use a digital camera to record how it comes apart. Carefully remove the valve body
and lay it on the bench with the separator plate facing up. Because there are ball check valves
throughout the valve body, it must be fl at on the bench to avoid losing these critical parts. The
manual and throttle valve mechanisms are exposed once you remove the valve body. The
manual shaft is hollow, and the throttle valve shaft is solid within the manual shaft. Tailshaft,
Servos and Pistons Removal. When removing the tailshaft housing pay attention to the seal and
bushing condition. Both must be replaced in the course of a rebuild. Go with a new bushing,
seal, and slip yoke. This is a transmission shop with work-bench drains. At home, you need to
have completely drained the transmission or you will have a huge mess. Make sure the
transmission is completely drained first. Remove the overdrive band servo cover and piston
assembly using a common screwdriver to get at the snap ring. This snap ring can be tricky to
remove. You may also use two small common screwdrivers or an awl for snap-ring removal.
Scoring can be honed out of the bore. Piston scoring calls for replacement. The low-reverse
servo cover assembly is next. Using a common screw-driver, remove the snap ring. This is the
low-reverse servo cover and snap ring. The piston and return ring are inside the low-reverse
servo bore. The accumulator cover next to the low-reverse servo is next, with snap-ring
removal. Again, look for signs of leakage and bore damage issues. The accumulator piston has
two seals. Inspect the seal and bore condition. Any scoring or seal damage is a clue to what
may have happened to control pressure. Front Pump Removal and Disassembly. Not all
applications require a puller. But count on needing one to get the pump out. The AOD front
pump assembly also includes the intermediate clutch piston and spring retainer assembly. The
spring retainer returns the inter-mediate clutch piston to rest when pressure is released. The
intermediate clutch pack is at the front of the case. Remove the intermediate clutch piston from
the pump housing, which is also the clutch cylinder. Inspect the seal and bore for scoring and
damage. The three domes or bumps in each of the three sections are return spring mounts. This
is also the intermediate clutch cylinder sans piston. Before removing the rotating assembly,
examine the inner and outer gears for unusual wear patterns and scoring. Also inspect the
pump cavity walls for scoring. Internal Components Removal and Inspection. With the pump
removed, the input shaft, intermediate clutch, one-way clutch, reverse clutch, and forward
clutch come out as an assembly. This is the intermediate clutch pressure plate and forward
rotating assembly just removed from the main case. Examine the low-reverse clutch drum also
known as the overdrive drum for excessive wear and tear. Make plans now to go with the wider
Lincoln drum and overdrive band. Inspect the intermediate clutches and clutch plates for
abnormal wear patterns. As with any rebuild, replace the clutch discs and dress the steel plates.
Check the steel plates for heat cracking and discoloring. Separate the low-reverse clutch drum
from the forward clutch. Check the clutch hubs for scoring and damage. Look for atypical wear
patterns, such as shiny spots and nicks that can snag clutches. Normal wear patterns are
uniform in nature. Give the low-reverse clutch discs and steel plates a close look for excessive
and unusual wear such as general discoloration, hot spots, and cracking. These clutch discs
and plates look good and can be returned to service. However, the clutch plates should always
be replaced. The steel plates can be resurfaced. Inspect the low-reverse clutch shim for
abnormal wear. Remove the intermediate clutch hub from the low-reverse clutch pack. Inspect it

closely for wear and damage. The clutch hub teeth must be smooth so clutch frictions can move
freely. Rollers and springs should be free of damage and missing parts. This is the low-reverse
drum in a disassembled state, revealing the wavy Belleville spring inside the clutch drum, which
releases this clutch pack. The interior clutch disc teeth should be free of scoring and any
irregularity that would hinder clutch movement. Disassemble the forward clutch, including the
Torrington bearing and clutch hub. Inspect the teeth for scoring and any damage that can
hinder clutch friction movement. With the low-reverse drum and forward clutch removed, the
overdrive band is next. To make your AOD the best it can be in terms of durability, opt for the
wider 2-inch Lincoln overdrive band and corresponding drum for greater hookup. Never reuse
the overdrive band. Inspect the forward clutch hub for irregularities that can cause clutch
friction issues. The teeth should be free of scoring that can hinder clutch movement. Remove
the drive shell and forward sun gear, again with close inspection of gear teeth for abnormal
wear patterns. Remove the center support and planet carrier. Disassemble and inspect the
planet carrier. The planet gears should spin freely and be free of side play wobble. Any
resistance or binding is cause for rejection. It should be replaced, but if you feel compelled to
reuse it, inspect all of the rollers and springs. Note the assembly position for proper installation
of rollers and springs. Remove the low-reverse band. The proper path to take during
transmission teardown begins with draining and appropriately recycling fluid and worn parts.
Remove the pan first and examine the sump for contaminated fluid. Pink fluid indicates stability
and proper operation. Burned fluid results from high operating temperatures; a lot of friction
material in the fluid indicates clutch and band slippage. Once the pan is removed and you have
access to the valve body, keep close track of bolt size and length during valve body removal.
With the valve body removed, you have access to servo pistons, the accumulator, manual and
throttle valve linkages, and the parking pawl. Before disassembling the linkages, take pictures
and notes. Tailshaft housing removal reveals the governor on AOD models. Governor
disassembly requires great care and is something that needs to be done separately because
disassembly and assembly are performed all in one process. Lay the governor out as
assembled and take pictures just in case. Governors are calibrated based on vehicle type and
load. Servos and accumulators and , which are retained with snap rings and covers, are
removed next. Not all AOD units have the shift accumulator, which was discontinued in The
over-drive band servo has a snap ring, cast-aluminum cover, and piston. The low-reverse servo
has a snap ring, steel cover, and piston. As you remove these assemblies, examine the seals for
damage and the hard parts for scoring. Check the springs for integrity. When the servos have
been removed from the case, this frees up the geartrain. The front pump is removed using a
puller because it is such a tight fit. An AOD uses a cast-iron pump and stator support; because
iron and aluminum are dissimilar metals, this combination can prove challenging. Gently pry
where you can. If the pump proves to be stubborn, use a puller. You can also use a slide
hammer, which is easier to find at a rental outlet. After you have removed the pump and inner
overdrive input shaft, the geartrain slides out in segments. First to come out is the intermediate
clutch pack, one-way clutch, forward clutch, and hub. Carefully remove the overdrive band and
examine the friction material for wear and tear. It should be replaced regardless of condition.
Turn the overdrive band to get it off the anchor pin and remove. Next comes the sun gear and
number-5 Torrington thrust bearing. With the forwardmost portion of the geartrain out, next is
the support assembly, which is locked in place with a large snap ring and buffered with
anti-clunk springs. Pay close attention to how the support assembly is positioned. The support
assembly comes out with the planet carrier. Remember to take pictures as you go. Next, remove
the low-reverse band. Next in line are the direct clutch, steels, and frictions, which are tied to
the output shaft. Because the governor has already been removed, the output shaft should slide
out through the front of the transmission case. With all rotational assemblies removed, you will
see the number-9 Torrington thrust bearing, which is removed at this time. Governor and Output
Shaft Removal. To remove the governor valve remove the C-clip. Governors are calibrated for
vehicle type and weight by spring pres-sure. If your AOD is being installed into the same vehicle
that it originally came from or a similar vehicle , you should have few concerns about governor
calibration. However, if your AOD core is from an unknown vehicle, it would be wise to calibrate
the governor to your application, using the spring combination shown in the Ford Master Parts
Catalog for your particular vehicle type. The governor controls are based on output shaft speed,
which controls line pressure. The governor valve is driven by the output shaft and this ball,
which acts like a Woodruff key. Do not lose this ball. Keep it in a safe place for reassembly.
Completely disassemble the direct clutch and output shaft package, right down to where the
outputshaft joins the direct clutch. Disassembling the direct clutch and output shaft exposes
the number-8 Torrington thrust bearing. Disassemble the direct clutch to reveal clutches and
steels. Inspect the clutch discs and plates for heat issues and scoring. As has been stressed

earlier, clutch discs must be replaced and the plates inspected for heat damage and wear.
These clutch discs and plates look healthy, although the plates could use some help. When the
plates are shiny, they can be resurfaced to a healthy crosshatch pattern for good clutch
hookup. With the geartrain removed, the subassemblies must be disassembled. The reverse
clutch pack also known as the overdrive drum and forward clutch are disassembled next. Keep
track of the number of clutches and steels in each of the clutch packs. As clutches and steels
come out, inspect both for abnormal wear. Any bluing in the steels is cause for rejection and
further investigation to learn why they became hot. You do not want shiny clutch steels, but
instead rough surfaces for better engagement. While you have the geartrain disassembled,
inspect the one-way clutch reverse clutch drum for smooth, consistent operation. It should turn
smoothly in one direction, but lock up in the opposite. Any inconsistencies are cause for
rejection and replacement. Each clutch drum has an apply piston, which engages the clutches
and steels. Pistons are generally removed with compressed air. When doing this, turn the clutch
drum down, away from your face, and pop the piston toward the workbench and a soft towel to
prevent damage. Inspect the inner and outer piston seals for damage that may have caused
transmission malfunction. Each clutch pack must be carefully inspected for areas that can
cause clutch frictions and steels to hang up. Ragged edges and scored surfaces should be
checked with clutches and steels in place to see how these segments function. If they hang up,
dress the irregular surface or replace the drum. The front pump assembly is also the
intermediate clutch cylinder and piston, which is disassembled, cleaned, and inspected. Look
for irregularities such as unusual wear, ragged edges, and scoring that can damage clutch
piston seals. Make sure all return springs are present and serviceable. When you split the pump
for a look inside, be sure to note how the inner and outer pump gears are configured and
carefully remove them for inspection. They must go back in exactly as they came out. Examine
the surfaces for scoring and excessive wear. If wear is excessive, replace the pump. You can
always replace the gears. If they are worn, however, chances are very good that the pump cavity
is also excessively worn. Seals, especially, are easy to overlook when they must be replaced.
Soft Parts Replacement. All transmission hard parts go into a parts washer. Make sure all small
parts have been accounted for. When these items come out, dry them with compressed air,
which should be blasted into all passages. This low-reverse clutch pack has a cracked Belleville
spring, which must be replaced. This is a stress crack due to metal cyclic fatigue. Play it safe
and replace all Belleville springs during a rebuild. Regardless of the condition, overdrive bands
must always be replaced and the drum dressed for good hookup without slippage. Replacement
is suggested in any case. Although transmission shops often have clutch spring compressors
for piston and clutch removal, you can do this at home with C-clamps. Be sure to always use
eye and face protection. With each clutch drum disassembly, make sure you remove all the
seals and take note of the seal type and location during disassembly. Installing seals backward
and in the wrong location is common and can cost you plenty in terms of time and money.
Some piston seals are well hidden, which means you need to examine every square inch of a
clutch piston and drum during disassembly to make sure all seals have been removed. Not all
seals are neoprene. They must all be replaced. If you liked this article you will LOVE the full
book. Click the button below and we will send you an exclusive deal on this book. At first I was
inclined to say that most seasoned enthusiasts and professional builders are beyond the scope
of this book. But I've seen what often passes as traditional or period correct and in light of that I
wholeheartedly recommend it, especially to those who've convinced themselves that they know
it all. Close menu. Chevy Hardcore. Mustang Hot Rod Magazine. Added to cart! My Cart. At
Oregon Performance Transmission we carry replacement parts for nearly every make and model
of automatic transmission. Choose the category or search above to find the automatic
transmission parts you need. Most of our rebuild kits now include on-page reco
2009 toyota corolla fuse diagram
2012 vw passat
sbc distributor wiring
mmendations and part add-ons that you can select without searching though pages of items.
Shift kits, thrust washers, Torrington bearings, and even torque converters can be added to the
overhaul kit, to build the package deal for the perfect transmission rebuild. Let Oregon
Performance Transmission supply you with the best parts possible for your transmission
rebuild. If you have any questions at all, feel free to contact us for assistance. Sign Up for our
Newsletter today! Ecommerce Web Development: Phosphor Media. You are not currently
allowing javascript. Please enable. Automatic Transmission Parts. What's Popular. Newest
Products. Bonded Pistons. Boost Valves. Engine Oil Coolers. Gasket Sets. Gaskets, Seals,
O-rings. Gears, Planetaries, Shells. One Way Clutches. Rebuild Kits. Servo Pistons. Shift Kits.

Thrust Washers. Torque Converters. Torrington Bearings. Transfer Case. Transmission Coolers.
Vacuum Modulators. Valve Bodies. Promotions, New Products and More Need Help? Contact
Us!

